
APPROACH™



Looking for the  
perfect chair?

Approach fits people and organizations of all sizes by providing  
comfortable support at an equally comfortable price. It comes with  
all the right ergonomic adjustments, plus a flexible, fatigue-reducing 
seat and back. Approach also features easy-to-change cushions. 
Clean lines and a contemporary aesthetic allow it to complement  
the workplace from reception station to manager’s office to open 
plan. With so much to offer, Approach is an inspired choice.
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front: Approach K24KK and K24PP, Cachet Fauna
below: Approach K24DD, Twilight Teal APPROACH™

LEED-CI
MR Credit 4.1 and 4.2
Recycled Content: 71.8% 

EQ Credit 4.5
Low-emitting furniture:
SCS certified (Scientific Certification Systems)
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APPROACH™Approach K24JJ, Twilight Chartreuse; shown with Xsite systems and Footprint components



With its sleek appearance, choice of molded or mesh back in Ash White  
or Black, and versatile upholstery options, Approach energizes the look  
and feel of any business setting.

Take a  
fresh approach
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left: Approach K24MM, Twilight Teal
right: Approach K24HH, Maharam Trait Basil; shown with Scenario tables APPROACH™
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APPROACH™
Approach K24MM, Maharam Trait Basil; shown with Interworks EQ systems and Footprint components



For spaces where image is a must, Approach offers a mesh back in Ash 
White or Black. This spine friendly, breathable material presents a thin 
silhouette, while providing comfortable support from shoulders to hips.

The optional lumbar pad with depth adjustment provides customized and 
continuous lower back support to people no matter how petite or tall.

Creative option

Personalized  
lumbar support
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left: Approach K24VV, Twilight Teal
right: Approach K24PP APPROACH™



APPROACH™
Approach K24JJ, Essence White; shown with Bingo seating and Hum. Minds at Work. desking
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Approach lets users get comfortable quickly and simply. Easy  
to reach and use adjustments on a synchro-tilt control provide  
multi-position recline lock, back-height adjustment, and pneumatic  
seat-height adjustment designed to accommodate 95% of the  
population. Completely adaptable, Approach feels right anywhere  
people meet, collaborate, learn, think deep or work long hours.

Approach offers two cylinder choices and is scaled to fit diverse  
body types of all sizes.

User friendly

Comfortably seated
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Approach K24MM, Twilight Cinder APPROACH™



Height-adjustable arms: Offer a 4" range of adjustment 

with fixed cap, or for more computer-intensive work, 

3D arm caps—width, depth and pivot. Armless versions 

are also available.

Synchronized tilt: Permits seat and back to move as one.

Tilt tensioning: Increases or decreases the effort 

needed to recline the chair.

Multi-position back-stop: Secures the chair in one of 

three positions to best suit the user.

Back-height: Back adjusts up and down, allowing precise 

placement of lumbar support.

Pneumatic seat-height: Makes it simple for the seat to 

be set to the perfect height. (2 1⁄4" and 5" ranges available)

Optional seat depth adjustment: 2" depth adjustment to  

accommodate petite to tall users.

Depth adjustable lumbar pad: Available for mesh back, 

adjusts through a 1⁄2" range with the simple turn of a dial.
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APPROACH™Approach K24VV, Twilight Teal



People are different—Approach addresses individual preferences.  
It offers a full range of personal comfort controls, and more—adjustable 
arm caps for work-intensive environments, and replaceable seat and 
back cushions. Plus it carries a lifetime warranty and meets indoor air 
quality requirements. With all these features, Approach is a smart choice!

Flexible by design
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left: Approach K24MM, Twilight Teal 
right: Approach K24KK, K24MM, K24JJ, Twilight Teal, Maharam Repeat Dot Ring Robin APPROACH™



CAD details and emagine can help you plan, 

visualize and specify your new office space. 

Find out about it: www.kimballoffice.com

or contact your Kimball Office representative.
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APPROACH™above: Approach statement of line, Twilight Chartreuse
back: Approach K24VV, Essence White; shown with Hum. Minds at Work desking



A unit of Kimball International
1600 Royal Street, Jasper, Indiana 47549
800.482.1818

ebrapp ver. 09
www.kimballoffice.com




